Below, you find a number of spreads from the unique book (not yet printed) comprising 208 pages and more than 500 pictures.
Classics & Sportscarcentre AB

and his family are proud of. At that time there were
altogether 22 dealers on the Continent including
one in Sweden. Before Lasse started his business,
around a dozen Morgans were sold annually in
Sweden. Since Lasse entered the scene this figure
increased to 50 cars per year. Sweden had, for the
first time, become an important market for the
Morgan Motor Company.

Classics & Sportscarcentre AB was established by
Roy Palm who is a well-known Morgan owner (1951
Plus 4) and a sports car enthusiast, if there ever
was one. The company sold restored sports cars
and serviced sports cars and supplied parts
accessories.

Sportvagnsimport AB

Overseas distributor
The Morgan Motor Company was obviously happy
with the orders from Larssons Sport because the
firm was, along with Alpen, Gundersen, listed as an
overseas distributor in MMC´s catalogue for
1961/62. However, in 1963 Sportvagnsimport of
Linköping became the Morgan main dealer for
Sweden.

As mentioned in a previous article Per I.
Brandström (always known as Pib) left Motor Speed
in Göteborg in 1962 and later that year he
established Per I. Brandström Bil AB and bought
Linus Erikssons Bilservice in Rystad and took over
Bilfirma Yngve Nyström’s sales room at
Kungsgatan 37 in Linköping. The company were
retail dealers for Jaguar, Lotus and DAF and also
sold used cars. In 1963 he established
Sportvagnsimport AB in Linköping and in April 1964
he moved Sportvagnsimport AB to Stigbergsliden
12 in Göteborg and became an agent for Morgan
and Lotus cars.

Today Sven Larsson and his wife Gunn live in
Sigtuna and their own Morgan is a 1997 Connaught
Green +4 four-seater. Sven and Gunn are both
active members of the Morgan Owners Group of
Sweden.

The major part of the new cars Sportvagnsimport
sold was Lotuses; the number of Morgans was
much less. A rough estimation gives 25 new
Morgans; most of them were Plus 4’s, and from
1969 Plus 8’s. Sportvagnsimport also took an
agency for Aston Martin and managed to sell six or
more cars. In 1969 they also advertised they were
agents for Lamborghini; however it is unclear
whether any was sold.

Age50 Gunn and Sven Larsson with their four-seater.
(Photo: Gunnar Andersson).

Motor Speed AB

Here is a sketch of a Lotus, an Aston Martin and a
Morgan outside their premises at Fröknoppsgatan.
(Kåre Lindén collection).

In the latter part of the 60´s “ordinary people” in
Sweden began to be able to afford to buy a car. Pib
told the author that his best year for sales was
1968. By the end of September in 1968 the
Sportvagnsimport AB moved to Fröknoppsgatan 2E
on an industrial estate in Högsbo, Göteborg. In
August 1970 Pib split Sportvagnsimport AB into two
companies: Sportvagnsimport i Göteborg AB and
Sportvagnsimport i Stockholm AB. The Stockholm
branch had its premises at Brahegatan 38.
However, by 1972 both the businesses had closed
down.

In the auto magazine Illustrerad Motorsport , in March
1964, the newly established Sportvagnsimport was
presented in a small article followed by an
advertisement. Pib in the picture. (Kåre Lindén
collection).

Pib was also an ardent racing driver. Mostly he
raced Lotus cars. In the book Fakta om sportbilar,
(Tidens förlag 1969), the author Gunnar Elmgren
pointed out that many of the best racing drivers in
Sweden started their careers as sports car drivers,
and listed the following drivers: Picko Troberg,
Anders Josephson, Freddy Kottulinsky, Ragnar
Eklund, Olle Wijk, Sten Axelsson, Staffan
Wahlström and Pib Brandström. Pib was also very
active in the Sportvagnsklubben Göteborg and was
appointed chairman in 1967.

The other firm who began to import Morgans was
Motor Speed in Göteborg. In January 1961 Jan Olof
Cederberg and Per Ingvar Brandström established
the company Motor Speed AB at Husargatan 11,
Göteborg. They sold tuning parts and accessories
from Speedwell, Les Leston and other companies.
The premises at Husargatan had no show room for
cars; it was simply a basic shop.

All the clutch components were worn. From
MTWC´s Mogspares, at that time run by Mike
Stringer, I got clutch toggles and clutch springs.
Some years later Mogspares, now run by Bob
Derricott, delivered a carbon thrust within 48 hours.
The facings of the drive plate were renewed by
Scandinavian Friction AB.

In February 12th 2012 the new premises were
completed and an inaugural party was held with
Mark Ledington of the MMC as special guest.
In February the same year Lasse and Gunnar
Dackewall, a motor journalist, participated in the
annual speed event on the ice of Lake Orsa. They
were accompanied by a TV-team from the
magazine Gran Turismo and consequently got a lot
of publicity. They managed 149 kph for the flying
kilometre.

In 2010 as proprietor of the Classics &
Sportscarcentre AB he approached the Morgan
Motor Co requesting to be a Main Dealer. At that
time Sweden already had two main dealers;
Wendels and Morgan Nordic. It took some time for
Lasse to convince the MMC sales manager Mark
Ledington, but he managed.

In October 2011 the firm took delivery of a new
three-wheeler, which had been launched by the
MMC earlier the same year. This particular car was
the very first for a customer. 2011 was a very
successful business year and Classics &
Sportscarcentre was appointed EU dealer of the
year by the directors of the MMC, something Lasse

An early presentation of the
Morgan

2013 Österlen: A parking place in Österlen. (Photo:
Christer Campler).

2003 Öland.

Passenger Geoff Dykes and Staffan Engström driving in Kullavik in 2013. (Photo: Sten Ljungquist in his Porsche).

The yearly picnic at Carl-Einar Mellander´s house in
Hällingsjö is not an official event but rather a
happening. Hundreds of motor historic cars and
motorcycles participate, including members of the
MOG. Behind the author´s three-wheeler from the left:
Bengt-Åke & Gun-Britt Wallbert, Irene Elofsson,
Marie-Louise & Claes Lind, Bertil Elofsson, Christina
Nilsson, the author and Håkan Nilsson. (Photo:
Håkan Nilsson collection).

Once the three-wheeler had become driveable then
came a period of test driving and adjustment. When
the car was satisfactory it was time for the
registration inspection, which is very difficult in
Sweden as far as the proof of the origin of the
vehicle is concerned. The authorities require the
vehicles entire history. Here the MTWC´s registrar
Steve Lister helped me with supplementary
information, and in 2012 the three-wheeler was
approved by Svensk Bilprovning AB.
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Kirsti & Christer Campler. (Photo: Christer Campler
collection).

2008 Denmark: Morgan parking at the Bramming
Gymnastik og Idrætsefterskole.
To rent a trailer suitable for a three-wheeler could be
difficult. Here the author’s 1933 Super Sports. (Photo:
Peter Warfvinge).

2012 Denmark: Convoy driving. View from Jan
Stigséns barrel-back.

A very young Morgan owner. (Photo: Lars Hågeman).

2008 Denmark. Stig Svensson with his newly
acquired F4.
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Stefan Belfrage’s 1948 4/4

2012 Denmark: Danmarks Tekniske Museum; in the
middle Jens Breinegaard. The blue 3W is a Lomax.

The engine:

The sheet steel of the body was in rather good
condition. In some places where the body panels
had been screwed to the wooden frame rust had
occurred, but otherwise the panels were OK. After
some panel beating and repair work I sanded the
surfaces and painted them with anti-corrosive
primer.

technical description of the car and the author C.E.
Ravander establishes the car serves well,
particularly now when there is petrol rationing.

11

2011 Karlskrona: Roald mending a puncture. (Photo:
Anne-Karin Pedersen).

Then I sprayed the body with Gipgloss cellulose
enamel in Connaught Green. The paint I bought
locally from Arne Henriksson Import & Export AB.
After some years I needed more paint, but then I
was told that the manufacturer had just stopped
making cellulose paints due to new environmental
laws. The MTWC solved the problem for me. The
MTWC chairman Brian Clutterbuck managed to
obtain the paint, his daughter drove it to Harwich
and handed it over to the MTWC Scandinavian
Group organiser Lennart Nilsson, who took the ferry
to Denmark and from there, drove back to Sweden.
I was very grateful to all concerned.

The logo on the bonnets.

An advert from Motor Speed, probably in 1962.
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2010 Norway: Anne-Karin Pedersen in the blue 1932 Super Sports Aero and Ingvor and Lennart Nilsson in the red
Super Sports Aero admiring the view. (Photo: Roald Pedersen).

The only original parts left of the wooden frame
were the top rails and their vertical struts.
Consequently a new frame had to be built. To be
able to do this I needed drawings which I was able
to obtain from the MTWC. Then I took some photos
of a beetle-back frame at the MTWC´s AGM in
Malvern in 1992. To get the exact measurements
for my car I had to make my own drawings. I started
with rigging up the body panels and then placed the
body over a center line drawn on the floor. Then it
was easy to take the measurements and make a
few 1:5 scale drawings. I used traditional ash for the
frame which I purchased from a local timber
merchant Edward Hultén AB. The components had
to be machine sawn then glued and screwed
together. For the floors I used marine plywood. All
the wood was treated with Chinese oil plus two
coats of black enamel paint.
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Sportvagnsimport also sold used sports cars and
had a maintenance workshop where half a dozen
mechanics, with Kåre Lindén as chief mechanic,
were occupied.
Their logotype indicated motor speed.

Classics & Sportscarcentre in Vetlanda: The green and the white Morgan are both of the Swedish Edition type. The
lower picture: The British Nordkapp Challenge Team visits Vetlanda in 2013. (Photos: Birger Lallo).

In 2013, despite financial gloom in Europe, Lasse
Ericsson sold eight of the new Plus 8s. From the
start up to May 2013 he had sold approx. 70
Morgans, a figure that represents roughly 10% of all
Morgans in Sweden that year. In May the same
year he initiated a trip to England and the Morgan
Motor Company for prospective customers and
Morgan owners and their families including the
author. The trip was much appreciated by the
participants.

Right from the beginning a car mechanic, Tommy
Foxmar, was employed, and in 2011the staff was
reinforced with an additional mechanic, Gustaf
Martinsson. Subsequently the firm also was
appointed as a Service Dealer. To attract
customers the firm advertised in motor magazines
and in the Morgan-Bulletinen of the Morgan Owners
Group of Sweden and displayed Morgans at various
exhibitions and sports car meetings and always
kept the firm open for the customers.

2012 Denmark: The Super Sports at the Sommer´s
museum. (Photo: Sten Ljungquist).

The generator was moved from its rear position
towards the front, above the crankcase where it is
driven by a belt attached to a pulley with a large
conical hole fixed onto to the conical flywheel
between the crankcase and clutch. Here I had help
from my good friend Olle Bergqvist, who had a big
lathe. As standard the generator is driven by the
cross shaft from the gearbox, i.e. it only charges
when the car is rolling. One disadvantage with the
new engine was that it had no provision for a crank
handle and consequently relies on the starter motor
which needs plenty of electricity from the battery
which, since moving the generator position is now
charged as soon as the engine is running.

Lasse Ericsson in a 2015 Swedish Edition Morgan,
created by MMC and Lasse for the Swedish market.
This design is intended for the Roadster and Plus 4
models and could be either in green metallic or white
with special interior style. (Photo: Birger Lallo).

With such an interest in Morgans it was quite
natural that Lasse often paid visits to nearby
Classics & Sportscarcentre, so often that Lasse
Ericsson and Roy Palm became friends. On one
occasion Lasse told Roy he had an amusing job.
Then Roy asked Lasse if he would like to buy the
firm and Lasse said yes! Lasse bought the name of
the company, its stock of spare parts and movables
and moved the firm to a new location in Vetlanda.
To help finance the business Lasse had to sell his
Morgans.

Their ambitious Morgan catalogue from 1961.

They imported a few Morgans. In 1961 they
presented a small catalogue-like booklet with
pictures and descriptions of the contemporary
Morgan models, including the Series III, which was
in production from October 1960 to November
1961. This resulted in some orders and we may
assume that they sold six cars during 1962, which
was a good result for Sweden. At this time they
began to advertise themselves as the general agent
(main dealer) for Morgan in Sweden. Per Ingvar
Brandström left the company in September 1962 to
establish his own company. Motor Speed AB
continued to sell tuning parts and accessories. By
the seventies the company was sold.

In 2010 Lars Ericsson bought the company,
situated in Tävelsås near Växjö, from Roy Palm.
Lars, or Lasse among friends, had until then worked
as a component salesman for the car industry. He
had a firm dealing with wood products and had
sports cars and motor cycles as his hobbies. The
ownership of a De Tomaso Pantera and some
Corvettes and 13 Harley-Davidsons indicates a
liking for Americana. But he was also interested in
traditional British sports cars which resulted in the
purchase of a 1950 Morgan 4/4, a barn find, and
the well- known Morganeer Robert Petersson´s
1953 Plus 4. Then he bought some modern
Morgans like a 2000 4/4 Four-seater, a 4.6 litre Plus
8 and finally a Roadster.

(Most photos: Stefan Belfrage collection).

Chapter 6. Fourwheelers

Technology. In 1936, while in London, he had seen
the newly introduced Morgan 4-4 and being a
sports car enthusiast he decided to buy one, but it
was not until 1938 that he could import one. By then
the model was named 4/4.

One single car in 1963

It was a two-seater and probably the original colour
of the car was green. The chassis number was 626
and the number of the Coventry Climax engine was
MA752. The car was given the Swedish registration
number O 13156.

Only one Morgan was newly registered in Sweden
in 1963 and this was a private import.
Peter Carlström had an article about this car in the
Morgan-Bulletinen 1/ 2000. Peter, who was still a
teenager in 1963, helped some Englishmen who
came to work in Sweden with the registration of
their cars. One of the cars was a Morgan, a car he
had never seen before. It was a 1937 4-4 (Series I)
with chassis number 396. The MOT inspector in
Karlshamn, G. Lilja approved the Morgan on the
th
29 May 1963, and it was issued with the
registration number K14983, and as a curiosity it
was noted in the MOT documents that it had 2
spare wheels. - The car left Sweden in 1965. Today
the 4/4 reportedly lives a quiet life in the U.K.

The 4-seater looks beautiful with the hood up. (Photo: Arvelid, Roxlin collections).
Ulf Eriksson, living in Gävle, called me. Ulf Eriksson
remembers the car. He had travelled many times in
it together with his uncle. They made trips around
Skåne and other areas of Sweden. Ulf Eriksson told
me that Kurt Jimrell sold the car when he was
relocated to Varberg.

Four42 To the left the first four-wheeler in Sweden, to the right the second.

In 1949 the Morgan 4/4 was bought by Nonte
Karstrup, who like Gunnar Bengtson participated in
rallies. He let the Morgan agent Alpen Gundersen
A.-B. rebuild the car, probably with the intention of
racing it. Inspired by the 1939 Le Mans Morgan, the
car was built with a sloping tail panel but no spare
wheel. All of the wings were replaced with cycletype wings. The engine was tuned, and according
to Gösta Alpen, not to the customer´s complete
satisfaction. Alpen believed that the work was
carried out in 1950 or 51. It is uncertain if Karstrup
ever raced the car.
The car was displayed at the Hälsingborg Fair in
1952, exhibited by the car dealer TH Nilsson AB. In
1956 the car went to a new owner, Åke
Andersson. Then in 1957 to another owner, John
Nilsson, who only kept the car for three months.
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Four40 The dash board.

Four41 In the foreground; Roxlin’s 1938 4/4, behind;
Arvelid’s 1946 4/4 four-seater.

Stefan in his Morgan. The registration letter F stands
for the province of Jönköping; Stefan’s home town
was Värnamo.

My love affair with Morgan

British Racing Green. The head lamps, Lucas “King
of the Road” and the “red dot” sidelights were rechromed. The upholstery was renewed, and in 1979
the Morgan was in mint condition.

Nils-Gunnar Björkqvist:

Robert´s interest in Morgans began in 1950 after he
had seen an article about the 4/4 in the magazine
Allers, and also a couple of 4/4s in his
neighbourhood. At that time there were not more
than a dozen Morgans in Sweden. Two years later,
in 1952, Robert bought a two year old 4/4 in
Gnosjö. It was green with green upholstery.

I saw a Morgan for the first time in 1967. I was a
student in Lund and had a girlfriend who´s friend
was dating a chap named Per Mauritzson who just
had bought a brand new blue Morgan directly from
the factory. When I saw the Morgan I was attracted
by its design and sporting appearance. I was
hooked on the car. I wanted a Morgan!
To my surprise Per Mauritzson dismantled his new
car and carried out a complete anti-corrosive
treatment. - Later in life I understood how smart he
had been.

After that I made a schedule, including a time plan,
for a ground up restoration, and the project began!
Things often take much longer time than one
initially plans for, however after much work the
restoration was completed in 1997 and the car was
approved by the Swedish MOT (Vägverket) State
Vehicle Approval Authority. The car was given the
registration number DYF 646. At that time, I had
owned the car for 21 years! My initial time plan
noted that the restoration should be completed in 5
years! My excuses were that I had travelled
extensively for business, when at home I spent
more time than planned with my family and that the

In 1948, no. 8, the motor magazine Teknikens Värld
made a presentation of the Morgan. Before 1948
only two four-wheelers have been imported into
Sweden and in 1948 Alpen, Gundersen A.-B. took
delivery of ten cars. One can assume Gösta Alpen
was keen to inform the press.
Anders & Siv Arvelid in their car. The back-seat
passenger (the author) had a splendid view along the
rally route at MOG´s spring meeting in 2012. (Photo:
Arvelid collection).

Note the special Perspex side screen with a steel
frame.

In 1971 I bought a 1950 4/4 Series 1, two-seater for
which I paid 3500 Swedish kronor. It was partly
dismantled and the cylinder head was damaged. I
was young and optimistic and thought the car was
simply built using British standard components.
Therefore the necessary restoration could be done
during the winter, perhaps another winter, but not
longer. But oh no! It took me seven years to
complete the restoration.

At that time a twenty year old 4/4 Series 1 was
regarded as a cheap sports car with no historical
prominence and when it was a matter of restoration
it was quite natural to implement all the
improvements the owner could afford. Compared
with many other sports cars it was slow and would
benefit from more horse power. The chassis was
very flexible which could influence the road holding.

The headline reads “Morgan – the petrol skinflint”.
The article starts with: “In these petrol rationing
days it could be suitable to present a small fuelefficient car. Its name is Morgan and it consumes
about 0.6 – 0.7 liters per 10 km”. Then follows a
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The Omberg Hill-Climb 1968 -1972

The 4/4 undergoing restoration. (Polaroid photo: N-G
Björkqvist).

During the restoration I discovered more and more
components in need of re-furbishing. One problem I
had was to find a new cylinder head for the “Special
Standard Ten” ohv engine. This was an engine
specially built for Morgan and consequently it was
difficult to find spares. I had to search for many
years until I found a cylinder head in Göteborg. The
price was in the neighbourhood of the purchaseprice of the entire car, but on the other hand it
included a Moss gearbox.

With the above in mind I wonder how Björn would
find a Morgan Series 1 to drive. In a Series 1 you
will find all the things Björn would appreciate, the
primitive robustness that requires the driver needs
to work rather than a computer. Although he
perhaps would have complained about the early
Series 1’s heavy steering, the difficulty in driving it
and not the least its lack of reliability. It’s worth
thinking for a moment how it would have been if
Björn Waldegård had found Morgan in the 50’s and
what effect that would have had on the history of
sports cars in Sweden.

A most formal dressed Nils-Gunnar in his 4/4 in 1980.
(Photo: N-G Björkqvist collection).

The gearbox was restored in the U.K. by a
gentleman who had been employed by the Moss
Gear Co. He had a little shack, not bigger than 1 x 1
m, in his garden where he carried out restorations.
The odd thing was that the shack was provided with
an inward going door, thus sweeping the entire
floor. Along two of the walls he had benches, 10”
deep. Consequently he could never close the door
when he was working. However the work he did
was first class.

Four44 Anders Arvelid to the left and Björn Roxlin to
the right.
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The 4/4 after restoration. (Photo: N-G Björkqvist).

The body was restored and was finally finished in

!

For all his adult life Claes has been an owner of one
or more British sports cars of various makes and he
is a member of the Skaraborgs Sportvagnsklubb
and the Austin-Healey Club of Sweden. He joined
MOG when he bought Roland Adolfsson’s 1968
Plus 4. Eventually he also bought a 1951 Plus 4
which he restored to concourse condition. (The
author specially remembers a steering wheel he
manufactured). However he also bought a dog and
then needed a Morgan big enough for both for his
wife Sonja and his dog. Consequently he swapped
his two-seater to a four-seater.

Robert & Margita with their Plus 4. (Photo: Mona
Hellberg Wikström collection).

By 1961 Robert thought that the Plus 4 had begun
to look a bit old old-fashioned which led Robert and
Margita to pay a visit to the new Morgan dealer
Sven Larsson at Larssons Sport in Huddinge
outside Stockholm. The result of the visit was, that
early in 1962 Sven Larsson had the pleasure of
delivering a brand new 4/4 Series IV to Robert.
Some years later Robert swapped the 1300 cc Ford
engine to a 1500 cc Ford Cortina engine and
resprayed the body.

The four-seater was a 1952 Plus 4 owned by MOG
member Ulf Andrée. Once it had been owned by
Arnt Sundqvist who was MOG’s first District
Secretary. The next owner was Ingvar Fredriksson,
a very well-known MOG member and today partner
in Morgan Nordic. Before Ingvar sold the car to Ulf
Andrée, Johan Wikström carried out a total
restoration. Ulf kept the car for a long time until he
and Claes changed cars. During Ulf´s ownership
the four-seater had been driven very little and thus
only needed a general overhaul, and some work
here and there, according to Claes. The result of his
efforts is superb as can be seen at the photos.

Robert and his Plus 8.

For the first thirty years, Robert and Margita only
had Morgans as their daily transport. If necessary,
Robert could borrow an ordinary car from his
company. At the jubilee meeting of the Morgan
Owners Group of Sweden in 2006 they had a great
deal of attention paid to them for their enthusiasm
and for being two of the original members of the
club.

Claes and Sonja in their car at a local meeting in
Vara.

To the left: Margita in the 4/4 (Photo: Mona Hellberg
Wikström collection).
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The 1952 four-seater in front of Leif and Agneta Barryd´s house, which they once bought through the then estateagent Gösta Alpen, the former partner in Alpen, Gundersen A.-B. (Photo: Jonny Ejderbring).

Claes Leveau’s 1952 Plus 4 fourseater

In the meantime I joined the Morgan Owners Group
of Sweden. That was in 1973 and the club was only
six years old. The number of member cars was 35
and the initiators of the club Anders Engström and
Arne Holmström were chairman respectively
secretary.

Björn’s main impression of this, at that time,
sensation in the sport car world was that the Boxter
was “a bloody old women’s car” (Ladies and
feminists, please note this quote was made twenty
years ago). Björn experienced the Boxter to be
much too “forgiving” with all its electronic systems
to compensate the drivers failings. Despite his
attempt to bring about a four wheel skid he was
hardly able to provoke a minor deviation.

In 1973 Robert bought a Plus 8. The preludium to
the purchase is nice: While a Morganeer from
Göteborg was driving his Plus 8 through the town of
Smålandsstenar he saw an Alfa Romeo Spider in
the window of the car dealer Alvéns Bilfirma. He
went into the shop and swapped his Morgan for the
Alfa. When the dealer later advertised the orange
1971 Plus 8 for sale, Robert went to the dealer just
to look, but could not resist buying it back. He still
owns it today in 2015.

At that time Alpen, Gundersen A.-B. in Göteborg
was the Morgan agent who was able to supply
Robert with spares when necessary. One day he
received a prospectus from Alpen, Gundersen
showing the new Plus 4 and he realised the
advantages of the new model. Eventually, in 1957,
he purchased a 1953 Plus 4.

The Four/Four Series 1

Perhaps the first technical article about Morgan in
Sweden. (Christer Almén collection).

In 1967 Robert met another Morganeer from
Värnamo, Stefan Belfrage. Stefan had just moved
up to Göteborg where he met Morganeers who told
him about the recent formation of a Morgan club.
So Robert and Margita joined the club and attended
the inaugural meeting in Gränna in the summer of
1967.

Robert and Margita Petersson from Värnamo have
been members of MOG since the club began and
have participated in innumerable Morgan club
meetings.

The first encounter

In fact the above pattern of owner car relations
repeats itself among most of the sports cars built in
the period 1950 to the early 70’s. The Porsche 356
Carerras driven by Hammarlund, a racing driver
who won many competitions in the 50’s and early
60’s were often relegated in the 60’s to ownership
by people such as miners in northern Sweden who
disregarded the bad paintwork and the rust in
favour of being able to drive the 200 km to their
workplace at full speed through the northern pine
forests. Those were the days of no speed limits;
Sweden was a different country then.

In my earlier life I had the possibility to interview
Björn Waldegård, the legendary Swedish rally driver
active during the 60’s and 70’s. I asked him about
his experiences of modern sports cars when I
visited him at his home, in the Stockholm
archipelago on a wet and cold autumn day, to let
him drive test drive the very first example of the
Porsche Boxter to come to Sweden.

(Photo:Arvelid, Roxlin collections).

In 1979 Björn Roxlin bought the car. The car was
in good general condition and only minor work had
to be carried out. The Morgan was raced in 1986
and 1987. Today Björn lets the car live a quieter
life.

Sweden´s most Morganeers
More flat rad pictures from Peter Werner

For one early owner, the deciding factor for passing
on a six year old Series 1 was having a loose
steering column in his lap while driving. In fact often
in those days those who were prepared to buy a
Morgan had only a short acquaintance with it.
Owners were rarely Morgan faithful.

An unjustified comparison?

The first thing I did, after having purchased the car
was to write a letter to the Morgan Motor Company
where I noted the chassis and engine numbers and
asked them for details of the car. I received a very
kind letter confirming that I had “matching
numbers”, that my car was shipped from the factory
th
on October 8 1946 to Messrs’ Alpen, Gundersen
AB, the first Morgan distributor in Sweden.

!

The next owner was Elisabeth Cruse. She and her
brother carried out a restoration of the car. After her
marriage to a Danish gentleman she became Mrs.
Lisager, and for long periods the car lived in
Denmark.

The first four-wheeler sold to Sweden was bought
by Gunnar Bengtson who lived in Göteborg where
he was studying at the Chalmers University of

Since completing the restoration we have used the
car extensively with exception for the 15 years we
lived abroad. During that period, we just used the
car a couple of weeks each summer when home.
However these trips with our Morgan include
touring in many areas of Sweden, Denmark,
Germany, and of course in England and Scotland.
In total we have driven some 22000 km (app. 14000
miles). We also hope to be able to continue to use it
as much as possible in the future!
The positive result of the restoration was not only
thanks to work carried out by myself but also thanks
to a lot of help from many kind Morgan friends in
Sweden and in the UK, and further to the kind
support and understanding from my wife and family!

The eighteenth owner is the undersigned, Anders
ArveIid of Röstånga. I bought the car in 1976 from
Hans-Åke Lindelöw, for SEK 7000 (approx. £ 600).
The car was in a very poor condition, to put it mildly.
Siv, my wife was the one who pushed me into
buying the car. She thought, and was obviously
right that I needed this kind of activity as I had just
retired from active, domestic and international,
motor cycle trials riding, over a period of more than
15 years.

In January 1939 the car was bought by Per Arne
Wållgren in Göteborg. After half a year the car was
back at Förenade Bil. In 1946 the 4/4 had a new
owner, Sten Blomberg, and a new registration
number M 21878. At that time Swedish car
registration numbers were issued regionally and it
was very easy to establish from where in the
country the car was from. When a car was sold to a
customer in another region it was re-issued with a
local registration number. For example Stockholm
had the prefix A, Göteborg O and Malmö, M. A year
later the car was sold to the car dealer Bil AB
Champion in Malmö.

The first four-wheeler in Sweden

car was possibly in a poorer condition than I had
originally believed.

The seventeenth owner was Hans-Åke Lindelöw
from Skurup, who bought the car from Kurt Jimrell
in 1961. Hans-Åke drove it only from Malmö to his
home in Skurup, approx. 40 km and he found that it
was in poor condition so he decided to dismantle it
and later restore it. Fortunately for me he did not
start the renovation and decided to sell the car.

In September that year Gunnar exchanged the
Morgan for an M.G. TA from the car dealer
Förenade Bil in Göteborg, and since he had
graduated as an engineer he moved to the US and
stayed there throughout the war. Once back in
Sweden he became among other things a
successful rally driver.

The 4/4 at Storgatan in Olofström in 1964. (Photo:
Peter Carlström).

In the 60’s, when the interest for sports cars grew,
younger enthusiasts normally bought used sports
cars and carried out all the necessary maintenance
or restoration themselves.
In 1964, Stefan Belfrage bought a 1948 Morgan 4/4
in Stockholm and eventually restored it. In 1967 he
participated in both the Morgan Owners’ Group
Register of Sweden’s trip to the UK and the club’s
inaugural meeting later that summer in Gränna.

Sylvia Carlsson’s two Morgans
!

Sylvia Carlsson had never been interested in cars
until her mother promised her a driving licence and
a car if she refrained from smoking or drinking. The
first time she saw a Morgan on the road she
thought it that looked like a Dinky Toy car. Her
brother remarked that such cars were still made
and it was possible to buy one and that they cost
almost nothing. Later in 1967 she saw an
advertisement in a newspaper by a car dealer at
Jungfrugatan 10 in Stockholm, advertising a 1958
Morgan Plus 4 in red, which she bought. It was a
car which had been used for racing and was now in
tatty condition. It didn’t pass the MOT inspection
(Svensk Bilprovning) and consequently had to pay
a visit to a workshop at Sveavägen. Among other
things, that were done was the fitting of disc brakes.

The filler cap sits at top centre of the tonneau deck.
The small circular indicator lights have been moved
from the wings to give place for the more modern
Lucas rear lamps.

When she was driving the Morgan through
Djurgården in Stockholm when she met Arnt
Sundqvist who told her about the new Morgan club.
The first club meeting she attended was in 1968
with a gathering outside PUB, a major store in
Stockholm. In 1968 she participated in MOG S’s trip
to the UK. Later that year she was involved in an
accident with the Morgan. It was a relatively light
side collision but the former racing car’s chassis
had been drilled to make it lighter and the damage
was consequently severe. After this incident the car
was put in store.
A replacement for the Plus 4 was bought from
Sportvagnsimport in Göteborg. It was also a Plus 4.
However in 1970 she crashed the Morgan into a
lorry in West Germany. The car, which was fully
insured, was bought by the insurance company.

The Omberg hill-climb 1968. The cars queue for the
start. (Photo: Arne.R.Holmström).

Conny Svensson in his 4/4. (Photo: Conny Svensson
collection).

Lars Weibull’s 1953 Plus 4. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

MOG West local meeting at Hyssna Kvarn in 2013.
Christer Campler´s 2012 M3W in the foreground.
(Photo: Ulrik Orstadius).

Take off by Peter Caspary in his 1952 Plus 4 fourseater. (Photo: Arne R. Holmström).

Sylvia Carlsson and her 1958 Plus 4 outside the hotel Kungs Starby in 1968. The photographer in blue is Roland
Dahlström. Above the window: Margita Petersson in blue with white scarf. To the right of the Morgan: Robert
Petersson in grey trouses. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

An elegant Police Volvo 120 / Amazon tows a Plus 4
Flatrad. The immediate circumstances are not known
to the author. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

Other MOG meetings in 1970’s

Peter Caspary in his 1952 Plus 4 four-seater. (Photo:
Conny Svensson).
Local MOG meeting in southern Sweden in 2013: The roundabout in Vittsjö. (Photo: Anita Johansson).

Sten Hansson’s 1950 4/4 in red, Leif Ljung’s 1962 4/4
and Arne R. Holmström’s 1952 Plus 4 DHC and to the
left, behind his car, Arne himself. (Photo: Conny
Svensson).

Arne R. Holmström climbs Omberg in his ”Blue
Bess”, a 1952 Plus 4 DHC. (Photo: Arne R.
Holmström collection).

From left to right: Arnt Sundqvist, Claes Hanning, Anders Engström and Lars Lundgren in white clogs with his 1950
Four/Four. (Photo: Conny Svensson).
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An outdoor exhibition of Morgans

Håkan Johansson´s 4/4 parked at Omberg. The car is
today owned by Göran Olsson. (Photo: Ulf Edström).

Bonnet stays manufactured by the author.

To the left Anders Engström behind his Plus 4, Gerd
& Stefan Belfrage and Lilian Eckler. (Photo: Gunnar
Brisman).
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Lars Lundgren and Margita Petersson behind Lars’
1950 Four/Four. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

Jan Sundin’s 1930 Aero Super Sports in 2014. (Photo:
Jan Sundin).

The MOG Spring Meeting at Bäckaskog Castle in 2012. (Photo: Anders Arvelid).

A colour picture of a Morgan

MOG participated in Tjolöholm Classic Show in 1994

Note the beautiful SU air filters.

(Photos of Sylvias 1958 Plus 4 overleaf).
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The filling station in Vadstena in 1968. In the middle, Lars Lundgren with his 1950 4/4, in green, to the left Sten
Hansson and his 1948 4/4 in red. Note both cars had their windscreens folded and no Brooklands aeroscreens. To
the right Arne R. Holmström with his 1952 Plus 4 DHC in blue. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

Kent Brobacke, Peter Caspary, Conny Svensson.
(Photo: Conny Svensson).

Såtenäs in 2006: Siw Fabiansson in her 1991 Plus 8
behind a Boeing C-17 Globemaster. (Photo:
fabbe@infobild.com).

After living some years in France and Spain Sylvia
moved back to Sweden in 1979. She then took her
battered first Morgan to England for a total
restoration. It was ready for the 1980 season and
Sylvia drove it back to Sweden via Denmark. She
used it a lot. The last national MOG meeting she
attended was in 1984 at Julita. She told the author
that one problem of having a Morgan in Stockholm
during the 80´s was all the messages attached to
the car window asking if the car was for sale, and
the telephone number to car salesman.

The dash board.

Sylvia Carlsson’s 1958 Plus 4. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

Yngve Håkansson´s 1969 4/4 four-seater. Today Björn
Hedlund owns the car. (Photo: Ulf Edström).

Omberg Hill-Climb in 1968: Sylvia in her Plus 4 with Stig Larsson as driver. (Photo: Conny Svensson).

The 1973 Spring Meeting at Haurida Södergård. Ulf
Edström’s Super Sports above. The first car in the
row below is Mats Jacobsson´s 1962 4/4 Series IV.
The next car is Anders Engström´s, by now, rebuilt
Plus 4. (Photo: Ulf Edström).
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MOG participated in the British Sports Car Meeting at
High Chaparral in 1978.

Lennart Lindberg in his 4/4. Early 70’s.

MOG East take a rest. Souhila Andersson nearest the
camera. (Photo: Gunnar Andersson).
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Lars Hågeman’s 3W racer in 2009. To the right: the
racing signal flags.

!

!
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Above: Bengt-Göran Welander took the photo on Saturday morning (May 23rd). The word “FRED” means peace.
From right to left: At the Swedish flag Stig is discussing with a visitor and behind him is Thure’s Super Sports. The
next car is Leif’s racer and then Stig’s F4 in blue. Lennart (in white hair) to the right of his red two-speeder lets a
visitor have a look behind the seats. In the corner Johan W has placed his DHC on tripods. Then we have Johan N’s
Plus 4 and Nicke’s Plus 8 and finally Christer’s Aero 8. Behind the yellow Plus 8 Nicke, nearest Union Jack, is
talking to a visitor. (Photo: Jonny Ejderbring).
On May 14th 1994 the Tjolöholm Classic Show opened for the first time. Tjolöholm is a castle south of Göteborg.
The organiser of the show was Lennart Hammarberg, owner of a 1961 4/4 and a 1970 Plus 8 and a member of MOG.
Many of the local members of MOG participated in the event. MOG had rented a tent for the event.

Ronneby 2015
At the Spring Meeting 2015 at hotel Ronneby Brunn 140 Morgans participated of which the majority
were new or rather new cars.

A Morgan transformed to art
!

MOG mixture

An indoor exhibition of Morgans

In 1946 the family magazine Allers, starting with issue number 47, began to include presentations of cars including
a Morgan 4/4 DHC. On another page they had a technical description of the car and more pictures. At that time a
colour picture in a magazine was rather unusual.

MOG participated in Bilsport Performance & Custom Motor Show in 2009

Nearest to the left; Leif Barryd’s racer and in the
middle Thure Gellerbrant’s Super Sports. Siv
Ejderbring at the table watches the stand and is
prepared to answer questions from visitors. (Photo:
Jonny Ejderbring).

!

The DHC display included a big trolley jacks, a Moss
gearbox and clutch housing, two pistons with
connecting rods and two cylinder liners, a brake
drum and some other components. (Photo: Jonny
Ejderbring).
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MOG West´s autumn meeting in 2012: Allan Carlsson´s Connaught green and Claes Leveau`s dark blue cars are
both 1952 Plus 4´s. The participants, from the left: Ture Gellerbrant, Sven-Gunnar Lilja, Ingrid Gellerbrant, MarieLouise Lindh, Irene Elofsson, Inger Nilsson, Christina Nilsson, Ulf Nilsson, Allan Carlsson, Ingemo Orstadius, Ulrik
Orstadius, Claes Leveau, Claes Lindh, Sonja Pedersen, Staffan Engström, Unni Söderpalm, Dag Köhlqvist, Ingalill
Köhlqvist and Ola Söderpalm. (Photo: Håkan Nilsson).

The organisers of the meeting, here at the entrance of
the hotel: Per & Rosita Jacobsen, Bengt-Göran &
Lisa Welander and Björn & Tina Roxlin. (Photo: BG
Welander collection).

Owner: Lars Thunér. (Photo: Birger Lallo).
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The meeting participators were provided with, among
other things, mineral water bottles with MOG labels.
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Welcome to place your pre-order for the unique book on Morgan Sport Cars in Sweden.
The book is presently in the making and will be printed towards the beginning of 2016, with
distribution starting on April 2 – the day when the Morgan Club was founded exactly 50 years ago.
The book is a 215 x 295 mm hard-cover edition comprising 208 pages and more than 500 pictures.
Ensure your own sample by pre-ordering via www.mogsweden.nu !

